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 HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF IDEOLOGICAL DENIAL: THE CASE OF
 MARX IN AMERICAN SOCIOLOGY*

 Patrick J. Gurney
 Richmond, Virginia

 The American Sociologist 1981, Vol. 16 (August): 196-201

 This paper focuses its attention upon the relationship between the dominant ideas in American
 sociology and the receptivity, opposition, or indifference to the ideas of Karl Marx. It
 documents that early American sociology basically ignored Marx s ideas. When his ideas were
 addressed, the modal response was overwhelmingly negative, and typically along ideological
 lines. A classificatory scheme is developed to identify the ideological nature of the treatment of

 Karl Marx in early American sociology. In effect, Marx was defined as beyond the limits of
 valid inquiry.

 This paper focuses attention upon the
 relationship between the dominant ideas
 in early American sociology and the re
 ceptivity, opposition, or indifference to
 the ideas of Karl Marx. The character of
 the reactions of early American
 sociologists to Karl Marx can be vis
 ualized in relation to various structures
 (e.g., the middle class values of American
 society, academia, or the United States
 social structure as a whole.) To be sure, a
 full explanation of the reactions to Marx
 must refer to the above structures. How
 ever, due to the constraints of space, at
 tention here will be devoted solely to early

 American sociology as a structure itself.
 Previous research in this area has been

 conducted by the Schwendingers and
 Duskey Lee Smith. Herman and Julia
 Schwendinger (1974:279) maintain that
 corporate liberalism, a position that
 argues for the harmony of capital and
 labor in order to reconcile class con
 tradictions, defined the ideological
 boundaries of the field. Marx lay beyond
 these boundaries and therefore steps were
 taken to undermine his influence. The
 Schwendingers especially stress the role
 of Albion Small in this endeavor. They
 assert that Small exerted considerable ef
 fort in making sure that sociology was
 clearly distinguishable from Marx and so

 * An earlier version of this paper was presented at
 the Annual Meetings of The North Central
 Sociological Association, May 1-3, 1980. [Address
 correspondence to: Patrick J. Gurney, 5820-J Wes
 tower Drive, Richmond VA 23225.]

 cialism (Schwendinger and Schwendinger,
 1974:240.)

 Similarly, Duskey Lee Smith (1970:68)
 argues that the founding fathers of Ameri
 can sociology were ideological pro
 tagonists for corporate capitalism. In
 order to defend private property, Smith
 writes, socialism, Marxism, and anar
 chism were rejected. Furthermore, Smith
 (1970:80) suggests that sociology arose in
 the United States in order to deter any
 threats to capitalism. That is, sociology
 was part of an ideological superstructure
 designed to present capitalism as the good
 life.

 The present work goes beyond the re
 search of the Schwendingers and Smith in
 that it presents a systematic categoriza
 tion of the reactions of early American
 sociology to Marx. The following
 categorization of these reactions clearly
 demonstrates that they were dictated, in
 part, by the ideological commitments of
 early American sociology.

 Method

 Early American sociology refers to the
 sociology produced in the United States in
 the 25-year span of 1895-1920. The year
 1895 was selected as the starting point for
 several reasons. First, that year marked
 the beginning of the publication of the first
 journal devoted exclusively to sociologi
 cal inquiry, The American Journal of
 Sociology. Second, it was at this time that
 sociology began to occupy a regular space
 within the curricula of United States col
 leges and universities. Third, this date
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 roughly coincides with the emergence of
 the University of Chicago, an institution
 that was to play a significant part in the
 development of early American sociology.

 The year 1920 was selected as the last
 year to be studied because this was the
 point at which American sociology en
 tered its first "empirical age." This era
 witnessed a decline of interest in general
 theory. New methodological techniques
 were introduced which spawned a move
 ment toward induction and statistics.
 Macro-ontological inquiry was deempha
 sized.

 The sources of early sociologists' reac
 tions to Marx (which are relatively acces
 sible) are contained in publications (both
 books and periodicals) from the past. This
 study will be confined to the works of
 seven early presidents of the American
 Sociological Society (ASS): Ward,
 Sumner, Giddings, Ellwood, Cooley,
 Ross, and Small. These individuals are
 commonly referred to as the founders of
 American sociology.

 Each of the 25 volumes of The Ameri
 can Journal of Sociology (AJS) appearing
 in the time period of 1895-1920 has been
 searched completely. Also, the Publica
 tions of the American Sociological Soci
 ety (PASS) from 1906-1920 have been
 scanned thoroughly. Finally, the books of
 the seven figures mentioned above have
 been examined for any references to
 Marx, Marxism, or socialism.

 The Character of the Reactions of Early
 American Sociologists to Karl
 Marx. Discussions of Marx and socialism
 occupy only a very small place in the pub
 lications of early sociology. Marx was
 rarely mentioned and his literature was
 even more rarely cited. Ward referred to
 Marx by name twice (Ward, 1906:10;
 1907:89) but never cited any of his writ
 ings. Sumner* s works contain one brief
 passing citation of Das Kapital (Keller
 and Davies, 1911:150), but he never re
 ferred to him by name. In all of Giddings's
 writings there are only six references to
 Marx but none to his literature (Giddings,
 1922:66, 67, 83; 1932:204; 1901:17;
 1900:100). In contrast, Ellwood did make
 reference to Marxian literature. Ellwood's
 work includes references to the Com
 munist Manifesto, Critique of Political

 Economy, and to the letters of Frederick
 Engels (Calhoun, 1950:720). He is labelled
 by Calhoun as early American sociology's
 most systematic critic of Marx. Unlike
 Ell wood, but similar to the others, the
 works of Cooley, Ross, and Small exhibit
 rare and brief treatment of Marx and his
 literature. Small, however, is the only fig
 ure I uncovered who taught a course spe
 cifically on Marx. Generally speaking,
 references to Marx can best be described
 as very infrequent.

 Perhaps the simplest and least distorting
 method of presenting the reactions to
 Marx is to classify them as positive, in
 different, and negative. By allocating the
 reactions to such categories, it becomes
 possible to ascertain with greater preci
 sion the amount and tone of the response
 which early American sociology displayed
 to Marx and his views.

 For the purpose of this study, a positive
 reaction is considered to be any reaction
 that is in agreement with Marx's stated
 ideas or appears to approve of Marx's
 view of social reality or his thinking in
 general.

 An indifferent response is one which
 neither approves nor rejects, agrees nor
 disagrees with Marx. It is a neutral state
 ment concerning Marx which does not
 attempt to make a qualitative judgment
 one way or the other.

 A negative reaction will be considered
 to be one that is in disagreement with

 Marx or rejects and/or attempts to refute
 Marx's view of social reality or his think
 ing in general.
 Although three analytical categories are

 provided in order to classify early Ameri
 can sociology's reactions to Marx, this
 should not obscure the fact that, for the

 most part, Marx was ignored. Thus, what
 is being categorized is actually a very
 small part of the work of early American
 sociologists. Among the treatments which
 do exist, the negative reaction is unques
 tionably the modal response. The over
 whelming number of reactions to Marx are
 in this category.
 The Content of the Reactions. Since so

 few positive comments or reactions were
 made in reference to socialism and Marx it
 is difficult, if not impossible, to sub
 categorize them any further. Small re
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 sponded favorably to Marx at times, but it
 is difficult to present his position because
 his comments were inconsistent and
 paradoxical. His reaction to Marx and so
 cialism was a mixture of both praise and
 damnation. His positive comments con
 sisted of crediting socialism with paving
 the way for sociology (Small and Vincent,
 1894:40). He also continually praised the
 socialists' zeal for reform, which he re
 ferred to as "the most wholesome ferment
 in modern society" (Small, 1912:808).
 Small (with Vincent, 1894:41) wrote that
 sociology was the synthesis of the thesis
 of conventionality and the antithesis of
 socialism. Interestingly, Small
 (1912:809-810) also argued that Marx was
 a victim of a conspiracy to repress his
 influence, particularly in academe.
 The reactions that can be characterized

 as indifferent to Marx are even fewer in
 number than those that can be classified
 as positive. Since the indifferent re
 sponses total only two, the number of
 identifiable reactions to Marx that can be
 labelled indifferent are once again too few
 to permit further sub-categorization. In
 one instance Giddings (1901) made an in
 different reference to Marx by noting that
 he could be included in a category of
 thinkers concerned with cause. The only
 other indifferent reaction was Small's
 (1912:806-807) reference to the main
 political plans of the future listed in the
 Communist Manifesto.

 Unquestionably, the overwhelming
 majority of reactions to Marx fall into the
 negative category. These negative reac
 tions can be subcategorized into six sub
 classifications based upon the nature of
 the charges being made: 1) Marx as unsci
 entific; 2) Marx as a determinist; 3) Marx
 in error concerning class and class strug
 gle; 4) Marx dismissing the psychological
 realm; 5) Marx destroying individualism;
 and 6) Marx attacking private property.

 Scientific Inadequacy of Marx.
 Socialism and Marx were viewed by early
 American sociologists as scientifically in
 adequate. Ward, for example, felt that
 Marx was a politician, not a scientist, and
 therefore, not a sociologist. In addition,

 Ward (1893:330) wrote that the arguments
 of socialism were inconclusive, consisting

 primarily of pure theory and a priori de
 duction.

 Sumner's views on socialism were even
 more severe. Although he never men
 tioned Marx by name, Sumner was never
 reticent in expressing his disapproval of
 socialism in general. During the 1870s,
 1880s, and early 1890s, Sumner attacked
 reformism, protectionism, socialism, and
 interventionism in journals and lectures.
 Sumner did not oppose socialism theoreti
 cally, but argued rhetorically against it
 and delivered a bastardized version of it in
 the process. He appears to have identified
 science with the description and explana
 tion of natural law and natural order. He
 contended that socialists failed to realize
 that the social order was fixed by natural
 laws (Keller and Davies, 1911:107). In
 failing to appreciate what was natural,
 Sumner believed socialists created
 schemes that were anti-social and anti
 civilizing.

 Similarly, Ell wood argued that Marx
 and in particular his "materialistic con
 ception of history," could not stand the
 test of severe scientific scrutiny. He be
 lieved Marx had no scientific warrant

 whatsoever and wrote that the disproof of
 Marx could be found in the ethnographic
 and historical record (Ellwood,
 1911a:35-46).
 Although Small occasionally reacted

 positively to Marx and Marxians, he gen
 erally was negative, and some of his
 comments contained the charge of scien
 tific inadequacy. He impugned socialism
 because it "phenomenally overestimates"
 the human power to forecast (Small,
 1907:272, 273), has both scientific and
 neurotic sides, attacks problems with too
 much zeal (Small, 1912:819), is insuffi
 ciently dispassionate (i.e., is overwhelm
 ingly negative and insufficiently positive),
 and because it assumes what it should try
 to prove. In sum, Small (1912:810) con
 tended that Marx did not add "to social
 science a single formula which will be final
 in the terms in which he expressed it."
 Marx as a Mechanist and a Deter

 minist. A second category of negative
 reactions to Marx refers to his position as
 mechanistic, monistic, and deterministic.

 Giddings (1922:67) rejected the "Marx
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 ian materialistic interpretation," arguing
 that in endeavoring to account for every
 thing by the functioning of property it
 makes mistaken and extravagant claims.
 In Giddings's estimation Marx was "the
 founder of a dogma as rigid as Calvin('s)
 Institutes" (Calhoun, 1950:111).
 Ellwood (1911a:40-41) alleged that "the

 fallacy in the reasoning of Marx and those
 who uphold the materialistic conception
 of history is due to the over-abstracticn of
 the economic from all other phases of the
 social life process." Interpretation of so
 cial life "in terms of any one of its phases
 or in terms of a single set of causes"
 (Ellwood, 191 la:40-41) is invalid. Indeed, it
 has been in part because "Karl Marx and
 other students of economic conditions"
 have already given "undue prominence to
 economic factors, and perhaps even sub
 ordinate^) other factors altogether," that
 sociology arose "as a protest" (Ellwood,
 1907:307). Ellwood (191 lb: 133) contended
 that Marx (and Hegel) was "quite out of
 accord" with the contemporary knowl
 edge of human nature and human society,
 and accused him of being fatalistic, ab
 solutistic, revolutionary, and one-sided.
 Like Ellwood, Cooley (1918:50) con

 strued Marxian socialism as an "economic
 determinism which looks upon the pro
 duction of wealth and the competition for
 it as the process of which everything is the
 result." In contrast, Cooley (1920:225)
 argued for an organic approach which saw
 causation as multiple and complex.
 Marx in Error Concerning Class and

 Class Struggle. Another basic disagree
 ment early American sociologists had with
 Karl Marx revolved around the concepts
 of class, class conflict, and class bipolari
 zation. Unlike Marx, Ward (1908:617
 627) maintained high hopes and a high re
 gard for the middle-class and its potential
 for bringing about constructive social
 change. He opposed schemes that divided
 society into only two major classes, feel
 ing that the community depended on the

 middle element between the dichotomized
 classes. For Ward, the inequitable distri
 bution of education, not relationship to
 the means of production, served as the
 basis for social conflict.

 Giddings deplored working-class

 movements, insisting that any effort to
 improve the lot of the working class would
 upset "natural development." In Democ
 racy and Empire he warned that in the
 absence of leadership by the nation's natu
 ral elite, the mass might lead the nation to
 "dangerous" socialism or communism, in
 which men of inferior ability would take
 control (Giddings, 1918:31).

 Ellwood disagreed with the Marxian
 notion of class struggle, arguing that such
 conflict is the exceptional rather than
 usual and predominant mode of behavior
 (Calhoun, 1950:133). Marx's error was in
 not recognizing that society does and
 should rest on cooperation.
 Ross also objected to Marx's notions of

 class and class struggle and their implica
 tions. He referred to Marx's plan for a
 "classless, strifeless future under a collec
 tivist regime" as an unrealistic utopia
 (Ross, 1903:192). Ross argued that there

 were too many disagreements within each
 class and too many agreements across
 classes to posit class struggle as "abso
 lute" and unlimited "aggression" between
 two opposing "interest groups." Further
 more, he argued that "the proletariat has
 neither the will nor the strength to fight
 against the system" (Ross, 1901:394).

 Small argued that Marx's sharp distinc
 tion between the laboring class and the
 capitalist class "was the most fatal mis
 take." Although Marx was correct in as
 serting the significance of "the primary
 sociological generalization of the univer
 sality of social conflict," he was in error in
 ignoring "the equally primary parallel gen
 eralization of the universality of coopera
 tion" (Small, 1912:815).
 Marx as Failing to Consider the Psy

 chological Realm. A fourth dimension
 utilized by early American sociologists to
 critique Marx was their perception that he
 lacked a psychological component in his

 writing. Ward felt Marxism was irrecon
 cilable with sociology because it lacked
 the psychological base which sociology
 ought to have (Ward, 1903:101-103).

 Giddings's sociology evidenced a pre
 occupation with nonmaterialist psycho
 logical factors. Different from Marx, he
 believed social change had to be explained
 in terms of mental evolution. He implied
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 that materialists, especially Marx, did not
 consider the psychological factor (Gid
 dings, 1922:62). Giddings (1932:204)
 argued in Civilization and Society that the
 psychological aspect of human struggle is
 the most important.
 Opposing Marx's stress on what he

 termed "the economic," Ellwood argued
 that emphasis should be on the psycho
 logical. He claimed that Marx believed
 biological and psychological factors were
 mediated and ultimately determined by
 economic processes (Ellwood,
 1911a:35-46). But such a conception,

 Ellwood (1911a:40) said, falls apart when
 one examines modern psychology which
 rejects the view that "economic stimuli"
 determine the response to all other
 stimuli. Modern psychology, Ellwood
 contended, left Marx without any scien
 tific foundation. He concluded that "the
 materialistic conception of history" was
 the offspring of psychological ignorance.
 No evidence supporting such a conception
 could stand the test of severe scientific
 scrutiny. For Ellwood (1911a:45), "the
 historical process is not fundamentally an
 economic process, but is rather a socio
 psychological, that is, a sociological pro
 cess."
 Marx as a Threat to Individu

 alism. Closely associated with the crit
 icism that Marx lacked a psychological
 component is the assertion that both Marx
 and socialism were threats to individu
 alism.

 Ross (1920:460) defined socialism as the
 antithesis of individualism, which he
 praised throughout his writing. He also
 maintained that the problem was not
 capitalism but rather monopoly (Ross,
 1907:148-150). Instead of blaming indi
 vidualism, the socialists should focus at
 tention upon the corporation.
 Marx as Attacking Private Prop

 erty. Allied with the traditional American
 emphasis on individualism is the institu
 tion of private property, an institution that
 early American sociologists perceived
 Marx to be attacking.

 Sumner wrote that "private property is
 in accordance with the natural conditions
 of the struggle for existence" (Keller and
 Davies, 1911:95). To Sumner, competition
 was the law of nature. Nature remained

 neutral, submitting to those who most
 energetically and resolutely assailed it,
 granting its rewards to the fittest. To help
 the downtrodden was unnatural and vio
 lated the most primal of laws. Socialists
 committed the utmost folly in denouncing
 capital, for everyone benefitted from it.

 In Small's view property should neither
 be abolished nor deified (1896:576-577).
 Thus, one of the most objectionable fea
 tures about socialism for Small was its
 attack on the "institution of private prop
 erty . . ., inheritance and bequest . . ."
 (1896:569-570). Although Small held that
 in "essentials Marx was nearer to a correct
 diagnosis of the evils of our present prop
 erty system than the wisdom of this world
 has yet been willing to admit," he con
 tended that Marx's "plan for correcting the
 evils is neither the only conceivable alter
 native nor the most convincing one"
 (1912:817).
 Rejection as Ideological. The foregoing

 presentation of data demonstrates that the
 rejection of Karl Marx by early American
 sociology proceeded along ideological
 lines. The rejection of Marx appears to
 have followed the underlying assumptions
 of a capitalist mentality. Such a mentality
 formed one aspect of an over-arching con
 straint system that defined Marx as be
 yond the parameters of valid inquiry. The
 rejection of Marx suggests that early
 American sociologists operated within the
 confines of a certain pattern of thought.
 This pattern is reflected in the six dimen
 sions used to classify reactions to Marx.

 The elements contained in these dimen
 sions suggest that early American sociol
 ogy endorsed 1) scientism; 2) free will (or
 at least anti-determinism); 3) cooperation
 as the prevailing mode of inter-class rela
 tions (if they recognized that social class
 existed at all); 4) individualism; 5)
 psychologism; and 6) private property (the
 backbone of capitalism). Ironically, early
 American sociology did not meet its own
 suggested scientific (meaning objective
 and value-free) stance.

 The fact that ideological constraints im
 pinged upon early American sociology
 means that boundaries were established
 around its range of inquiry. That is, cer
 tain problems or issues could not be en
 tertained legitimately. Moreover, the so
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 lutions suggested to ameliorate then
 existing social problems, such as poverty
 or inequality, had to be developed in a
 fashion that was consistent with
 capitalism. The two most obvious ques
 tions which arise from this study are how
 and why this occurred. Perhaps it had
 something to do with the vast sums of
 money contributed to various universities
 by well-known capitalists, such as Cor
 nell, Rockefeller, Vanderbilt, Carnegie,
 and Stanford. Certainly, further investi
 gation into the ideological aspects of early
 American sociology is necessary. In the
 future such elements as academia, Ameri
 can social structure (especially those as
 pects concerned with religion, reformism,
 and social Darwinism), and American
 values should be examined and their ef
 fects on American sociology ascertained.

 This work needs to be performed for the
 founding era of American sociology. By
 studying the past, contemporary sociol
 ogy will better understand itself, particu
 larly its ideological aspect. Indeed, the ab
 sence of a strong critical or Marxist ele
 ment within American sociology today
 appears to have its roots in the early years
 of the discipline.
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